Viruses can create complex genetic populations within a host, and deep sequencing technologies allow extensive sampling of these populations. Limitations of these technologies, however, potentially bias this sampling, particularly when a PCR step precedes the sequencing protocol. Typically, an unknown number of templates are used in initiating the PCR amplification, and this can lead to unrecognized sequence resampling creating apparent homogeneity; also, PCR-mediated recombination can disrupt linkage, and differential amplification can skew allele frequency. Finally, misincorporation of nucleotides during PCR and errors during the sequencing protocol can inflate diversity. We have solved these problems by including a random sequence tag in the initial primer such that each template receives a unique Primer ID. After sequencing, repeated identification of a Primer ID reveals sequence resampling. These resampled sequences are then used to create an accurate consensus sequence for each template, correcting for recombination, allelic skewing, and misincorporation/sequencing errors. The resulting population of consensus sequences directly represents the initial sampled templates. We applied this approach to the HIV-1 protease (pro) gene to view the distribution of sequence variation of a complex viral population within a host. We identified major and minor polymorphisms at coding and noncoding positions. In addition, we observed dynamic genetic changes within the population during intermittent drug exposure, including the emergence of multiple resistant alleles. These results provide an unprecedented view of a complex viral population in the absence of PCR resampling.
Viruses can create complex genetic populations within a host, and deep sequencing technologies allow extensive sampling of these populations. Limitations of these technologies, however, potentially bias this sampling, particularly when a PCR step precedes the sequencing protocol. Typically, an unknown number of templates are used in initiating the PCR amplification, and this can lead to unrecognized sequence resampling creating apparent homogeneity; also, PCR-mediated recombination can disrupt linkage, and differential amplification can skew allele frequency. Finally, misincorporation of nucleotides during PCR and errors during the sequencing protocol can inflate diversity. We have solved these problems by including a random sequence tag in the initial primer such that each template receives a unique Primer ID. After sequencing, repeated identification of a Primer ID reveals sequence resampling. These resampled sequences are then used to create an accurate consensus sequence for each template, correcting for recombination, allelic skewing, and misincorporation/sequencing errors. The resulting population of consensus sequences directly represents the initial sampled templates. We applied this approach to the HIV-1 protease (pro) gene to view the distribution of sequence variation of a complex viral population within a host. We identified major and minor polymorphisms at coding and noncoding positions. In addition, we observed dynamic genetic changes within the population during intermittent drug exposure, including the emergence of multiple resistant alleles. These results provide an unprecedented view of a complex viral population in the absence of PCR resampling.
drug resistance | genetic diversity | high throughput sequencing | HIV | population dynamics H igh throughput sequencing allows the acquisition of large amounts of sequence data that can encompass entire genomes (1) (2) (3) (4) . With sufficient amounts of starting DNA, PCR is not needed before the library preparation step of the sequencing protocol. Sequencing miscalls inherent in high throughput sequencing approaches are resolved using multiple reads over a given base.
Deep sequencing can also capture the genetic diversity of viral populations (5-10), including intrahost populations derived from clinical samples. This approach offers the opportunity to view population diversity and dynamics and viral evolution in unprecedented detail. One place where the presence of minor variants is of immediate practical importance is in the detection of drug-resistant variants. Standard bulk sequencing methods typically miss allelic variants below 20% in frequency within a population (11, 12) . Alternative assays can detect less abundant variants that confer drug resistance, but require a priori selection of sites and variants (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . Thus, deep sequencing approaches offer the opportunity to identify minor variants associated with resistance de novo with the goal of understanding their role in therapy failure.
Although screening for drug-resistant variants is a practical application of the deep sequencing technology, this technology also addresses broader questions of sequence diversity and structure for a complex population like HIV-1. However, the relatively high sequencing error rates of these technologies artificially increase genetic diversity, which confounds the detection of natural genetic variation especially when sequencing a highly heterogeneous viral population. Moreover, the use of PCR to amplify the amount of material before starting the sequencing protocol adds the potential for several serious artifacts (24) (25) (26) (27) : First, nucleotide misincorporation by the polymerase during many rounds of amplification artificially increases sequence diversity; second, artifactual recombination during amplification occurs when premature termination products prime a subsequent round of synthesis, which can obscure the linkage of two sequence polymorphisms (28, 29) ; third, differential amplification can skew allelic frequencies; and fourth, PCR amplification can create a significant mass of DNA from a small number of starting templates, which obscures the true sampling of the original population as these few starting templates/genomes get resampled in the PCR product, creating sequence resampling rather than the observation of independent genomes (30) . Overall, these biases artificially decrease true diversity while introducing artifactual diversity and also skew allelic frequencies, which can lead to incongruence between the real and observed viral populations. Most investigators use statistical tools to attempt to control for the types of sequencing errors that are associated with each sequencing platform.
To make deep sequencing useful for complex populations, it is necessary to overcome PCR resampling, which is mistaken for sampling of the original population, and PCR and sequencing errors, which can be mistaken for diversity. As nucleotide misincorporation is largely random across sites and template switching/recombination is more likely to occur in the later cycles of a PCR (31) , strategies that create a bulk or consensus sequence for each sampled template will call the correct base at each position. One approach to sampling highly heterogeneous populations, such as the HIV-1 env gene, is through endpoint dilution titration of the template before nested PCR, such that a single template is present in each PCR amplification (32) (33) (34) (35) . In addition to masking the misincorporations, PCR-mediated recombination produces recombinant templates identical to the parental sequence. Although highly accurate, this technique is labor-intensive and, as population sampling is dependent on the number of templates sequenced, this methodology does not lend itself to the identification of minor variants or to understanding the structure of a complex population, nor is it easily adaptable to a high throughput approach.
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This article contains supporting information online at www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10. 1073/pnas.1110064108/-/DCSupplemental. create artificial diversity, and corrects for artificial allelic skewing and PCR resampling, revealing the original genomes in the population. This is accomplished by embedding a degenerate block of nucleotides within the primer used in the first round of cDNA synthesis. This creates a random library of sequences within the primer population. As primers are individually used out of this library, each viral template is copied such that the complement (cDNA) now includes a unique sequence tag, or Primer ID. This Primer ID is carried through all of the subsequent manipulations to mark all sequences that derive from each independent templating event, and PCR resampling then becomes over-coverage for each template to create a consensus sequence of that template. Using this approach, we were able to directly remove error, correct for PCR resampling, and capture the fluctuation of minor variants in the viral population within a host. We also resolved minor drug-resistant variants below 1% in frequency before the initiation of antiretroviral therapy, and were able to correlate these variants with the emergence of drug resistance. The value of this strategy and its applicability to other deep sequencing protocols has been further emphasized through a recent parallel effort by Kinde et al. in short read sequencing of human genomic material (36) .
Results

A cDNA Synthesis Primer Containing a Primer ID Can Be Used to Track
Individual Viral Templates. A population of cDNA synthesis primers was designed to prime DNA synthesis downstream of the HIV-1 protease (pro) gene, with the primer containing two additional blocks of identifying information (Fig. 1A) . The first block was a string of eight degenerate nucleotides that created 65,536 distinct sequence combinations (4 8 ), or Primer IDs. This region was flanked by an a priori selected three nucleotide barcode, creating a sample identification block so that multiple samples could be pooled together in a sequencing run (7) . A designed sequence at the 5′ end of the cDNA primer was used for subsequent amplification of the cDNA sequences by nested PCR.
Viral RNA was extracted from three longitudinal blood plasma samples from an individual infected with subtype B HIV-1 who was participating in a protease inhibitor efficacy trial (M94-247) (ref. 37 ; Fig. S1 ). Approximately 10,000 copies of viral RNA from each sample were used in a reverse transcription reaction for cDNA synthesis and tagging using the Primer ID. The cDNA product was separated from the unused cDNA primers, and then the viral sequences were amplified by nested PCR and sequenced on the 454 GS FLX Titanium. Our data were distilled from total reads of 20,429, 24,658, and 27,075 for the three time points (T1, T2, and T3, respectively). Raw sequence reads were assessed for the cDNA tagging primer and a full length pro gene sequence (297 nucleotides long representing 99 codons), and when three or more sequences within a sample contained an identical Primer ID, a consensus sequence was formed to represent one sequence/ genome in the population ( Fig. 1 B and C and Fig. S2 ).
With these manipulations we generated 857, 1,609, and 2,213 consensus sequences, respectively, for the three time points (Fig.  1C) . The median number of reads per Primer ID was 6, ranging from 1 to 96 (Fig. S3A) . The distribution of identical Primer IDs did not form a normal distribution as would be expected if all templates were amplified equally. We saw a higher than expected number of single reads of Primer IDs; although we do not know the reason for this, such a result is consistent with different cDNA templates entering the PCR at different cycles. Because each template is individually tagged the different number of reads is an indication of allelic skewing, as noted this can be nearly 100-fold.
In an analysis of a number of low abundant variants we saw a 20-fold range of representation through allelic skewing, with half of the variants up to 2-to 3-fold more abundant than the mean, and the other half up to 5-to 10-fold less abundant (Fig. S4) .
We conservatively estimate the combined in vitro error rate of the cDNA synthesis step by reverse transcriptase (RT) and the first strand synthesis by the Taq polymerase to be on the order of 1 mutation in 10,000 bases, or approximately one mutation per 33 pro gene sequences, based on an RT error rate of 1 in 22,000 nucleotides (38) and a Taq polymerase error rate of 1.1 in 10,000 nucleotides (39) but reduced by half because only the first round of synthesis is relevant and a misincorporation at this step gives a mixture. Later rounds of Taq polymerase errors should be largely lost through the creation of the consensus sequence. Thus, we would expect 139 sequence misincorporations to be present in the data set of 4,679 total sequences representing T1+T2+T3, and with an excess of transitions. These would be expected to occur as 113 single copy single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and 13 SNPs that appeared twice. We observed 98 single copy SNPs in the data set with a threefold excess of transitions, and with three-fourths of them being coding changes, which is consistent with random mutations. We expect there to be low frequency SNPs in the viral population from rare but persistent variants that are fortuitously sampled, and from the intrinsic error rate of viral replication (the error rate during one round of viral replication would represent approximately one mutation per 150 pro gene sequences; ref. 24) . However, we cannot distinguish real polymorphisms from the inferred background error rate associated with the first and second rounds of in vitro DNA synthesis. Thus, we have limited the analysis of population diversity to SNPs that appeared at least twice in the data set (i.e., linked to at least two separate Primer IDs), either at the same time point or at multiple time points in the overall data set (Table S1 ). We have not corrected the data set for the presumed 13 SNPs that appeared twice that are expected to be present due to error even though this represents 33% of all of the SNPs that appeared twice (13 of 39). Overall, 80% of the SNPs (i.e., any sequence change from the consensus that appeared at least once) in the total data set of 72,162 sequence reads were removed as error. Also, 60-65% of the sequence reads were revealed as resampling. Finally, allelic skewing of up to nearly 100 fold was corrected (Fig. S4 ).
Longitudinal Sequencing of the HIV-1 Protease (pro) Gene in an Untreated Individual Reveals Dynamic Changes in Genetic Variation.
We analyzed the sequences of the pro gene populations to assess allelic frequency at the two sampled time points, separated by 6 mo Tagging viral RNA templates with a Primer ID before PCR amplification and sequencing allows for direct removal of artifactual errors and identifies resampling. (A) A primer was designed to bind downstream of the protease coding domain. In the 5′ tail of the primer, a degenerate string of eight nucleotides created a Primer ID, allowing for 65,536 unique combinations. An a priori selected three nucleotide barcode was designed for the sample ID. Finally, a heterologous string of nucleotides with low affinity to the HIV-1 genome was included in the far 5′ end for use as the priming site in the PCR amplification. (B) PCR biases and sequencing error are introduced during amplification and sequencing of viral templates. Repetitive identification of the barcode and Primer ID allow for tracking of each templating event from a single tagged cDNA. As errors are minor components within the Primer ID population, forming a consensus sequence directly removes them, and corrects for PCR resampling. (C) HIV-1 RNA templates isolated from plasma samples from two pre-and one postintermittent ritonavir drug therapy were tagged, amplified, and deep sequenced. Tagged sequences containing fulllength protease were used to create a population of consensus sequences when at least three sequences contained an identical barcode and Primer ID.
and before ritonavir (37) drug selection (Fig. S1 ). The combined sequence population from the two time points (T1 and T2) before therapy consisted of 492 unique pro gene sequences with 155 SNPs. About 4% (i.e., 21) of these unique gene sequences were above 0.5% abundance, and these 21 unique gene sequences represented 67% of all sampled genomes, with the genome representing the overall consensus sequence comprising 21% of the total population ( Fig. S5 A and B) . The relatively small number of unique gene sequences above 0.5% frequency in the population contained only 7% of the 155 detected SNPs. Thus, a large proportion of the viral population's diversity was associated with a large number of pro gene sequences that were present at low abundance ( Fig. S5 A and C) ; conversely, the majority of the population consisted of a small number of SNPs. Similarly, Tajima's D statistic for T1 and T2 in this individual were −2.35 and −2.31, respectively (Table S2) , indicative of a population structure that has an excess of low frequency polymorphisms. This pattern is consistent with but more extreme than that observed in a prior shallow intrahost survey in which a metapopulation model was proposed to explain the pattern of Tajima's D statistic (40) . Fig. 2 shows the encoded amino acid variability and synonymous nucleotide variability present in two or more individual genomes across the 99 codons in the pro gene for these samples. Synonymous variability. There were 57 codons (with 63 variants/ SNPs) that contained synonymous diversity that appeared in both pretherapy time points, and 30 codons (with 31 variants) that appeared in only one time point. Taken together, 75 of the 99 codons contained some level of synonymous diversity ( Fig. 2 and Table S1 ). Of the 63 variants that were present in both untreated time points, 92% were transitions. Of the 31 variants that appeared in only one of the time points, 71% were transitions, representing a significantly smaller fraction of transitions than among the synonymous variants that appeared at both time points (P = 0.012; Fisher's exact test). This suggests that synonymous transversions are selected against over time. Nonsynonymous variability. There were 26 codons (28 variants) that contained coding variability that appeared in both pretherapy time points, and an additional 28 codons (33 variants) with nonsynonymous changes found in only one of the time points. Taken together, 49 of the 99 codons contained some level of nonsynonymous diversity ( Fig. 2 and Table S1 ). For the 28 nonsynonymous variants detected at both time points, 22 were transitions, and these mostly represented conservative amino acid changes. In the case of synonymous mutations two-thirds of the variants were present at both time points, whereas in the case of nonsynonymous mutations, less than half were present at both time points (P = 0.012; Fisher's exact test). This observation suggests that, at this level of sequence sampling, we are able to see a difference in stability within the population in comparing synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions. Genetic fluctuation. We compared the stability of minor SNPs present at both T1 and T2. A total of 14 of the 91 SNPs (synonymous and nonsynonymous that appeared at both time points) had significant changes in abundance between the two time points (χ 2 test with a false discovery rate of 0.05). Of the 14 SNPs with significant changes in abundance, 11 had a decrease in the abundance, with an average decrease around 7.5-fold. There were three SNPs that had a significant increase in abundance, all of which were synonymous, ranging from a 4-to 47-fold increase. Although a majority of SNPs that changed in abundance had a decrease in the frequency between T1 and T2, on a population level, there was not a large change in diversity between the two time points (T1 π = 0.0080, T2 π = 0.0079; Table S2 ). However, the trend of increased abundance at the three sites may be driven by selection of cryptic epitopes in an alternative reading frame (see Discussion). Significance of rare variants. We observed two extremes in terms of biological relevance in the untreated population among variants detected as at least two independent sequences across the three time points. At one extreme was the detection of nonviable genomes in the form of a coding variant at position 25, which mutates the active site of the protease, and the detection of termination codons at positions 42 and 61 (Table S1 ). At the other extreme was the detection of the L90M and V82A variants (at time points 1 and 2, respectively) that became the major resistance populations after ritonavir therapy was initiated (see below , Fig.  3 ); in addition, V82I and V82L were detected at T2. We found two more examples of primary resistance mutations at low abundance, K20R at all three time points and M46I at two time points, but these did not grow out in the presence of ritonavir ( Fig. 3 and Table S1 ). Similarly, fitness compensatory mutations were also detected at low abundance (L10F, M36I, L63P, A71T, and V77I), all below 1%, and only L63P increased (modestly) in abundance after exposure to ritonavir. More generally, of the 28 substitutions most closely associated with protease inhibitor drug resistance (41, 42), we found 10 such variants, half of which were detected at both pretherapy time points (Table S1 ).
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Detection of Multiple Drug-Resistant Alleles After Exposure to Selection by a Protease Inhibitor. The third plasma sample we examined from this subject was from a time point (T3) after the initiation of therapy with the protease inhibitor ritonavir. It is apparent from the cyclical pattern of viral load and self-report that this person had incomplete adherence to the drug regimen (Fig. S1 ). Thus, we expected selective pressure from the drug to disrupt the viral population but not to select for the more homogeneous populations that are associated with virologic failure solely due to the appearance of drug resistance. The choice of this sample allowed us to look at the evolution of resistance and the persistence of polymorphisms in both the resistant and nonresistant portions of the population. Over two-thirds of the sequences from T3 carried a resistance mutation, with ∼50% of the sequences carrying the V82A allele, the most common resistance mutation associated with resistance to ritonavir (43) . There were two divergent paths for population diversity at the third time point. For the large V82A-containing population there was a general trend of decreased diversity (π = 0.0069), consistent with the expected bottleneck associated with fixing a drug resistance mutation. In contrast, the diversity in the coexisting drug sensitive population was higher than the drug-resistant population and comparable to the earlier time points (π = 0.0082; Table S2 ).
Although V82A is the most common resistance mutation associated with ritonavir resistance, the I84V allele and L90M allele can also be selected and in combination with V82A can confer a higher level of resistance (44) . We detected all three of these distinct drug resistance alleles in the T3 sequence population, collectively representing 69% of the total T3 population: V82A (50% of the population), I84V (5%), and L90M (14%). These three resistance mutations appeared on different genomes, with only a single example of a sequence with two of these resistance mutations (V82A/ L90M). In total, there were 136 unique sequences carrying the V82A mutation (all with the GCC Ala codon), 29 unique sequences carrying the I84V mutation (all with the GTA Val codon), and 36 unique sequences carrying the L90M mutation.
There were also small groups of pro gene sequences in T3 that appear to be the result of selection by ritonavir. Two other substitutions at position 82, V82I and V82L, were detected at a low level at T2 and also seen at T3, but now representing 1.3% and 1.1% of the population. V82F was also detected as 0.14% of the population at T3. Finally, the compensatory mutation L63P was detected at T1 and modestly expanded at T3, with half of the sequences in the V82A background (Table S2 ).
An important issue is the number of times each of the resistance mutations evolved in the presence of drug selection. The data are consistent with the major V82A variant (42% of the V82 sequences) growing out from the preexisting variant detected at T2. For the six genomic variants of V82A that each accounted for greater than 2.5% of the V82A population, all were on the background of the consensus except for the three different polymorphisms at positions 19 and 70 (Fig. S6B ). In total, these represented ∼71% of the V82A population and presumably arose via recombination with the founding sequence (Fig. S6A) . The remaining 29% of the V82A-containing genomes vary in relative abundance from 2.3% to 0.1%, including over 100 unique sequences that each appeared once but to a large extent represent the variation seen at T1 and T2 added on to the predominant V82A genotypes.
The composition of the I84V and L90M populations were similar to the V82A population. In each case there was a predominant population defined by a 5′ polymorphism: the major L90M lineage (69% of the L90M sequences) was on the G16G/ L19V background ( Fig. S6 C and D) , whereas the major I84V lineage (35% of the I84V sequences) was on the consensus sequence background for the 5′ polymorphisms (G16/L19) ( Fig. S6  E and F) . The next three most abundant I84V lineages, representing 28% of the I84V sequences, differed from the most abundant sequence by other 5′ polymorphisms (Fig. S6F) . Similarly, the next three most abundant L90M lineages, representing 14% of the L90M sequences, differed from the most abundant L90M sequence by 5′ polymorphisms (Fig. S6D) . With the exception of the 5′ polymorphisms and the resistance mutations, all eight of these lineages were in the consensus sequence background. The remaining sequences are accounted for by the low level variability added onto these major lineages.
As noted above, the major V82A lineage was detected at T2 (as a single genome), and this population was likely clonally amplified to form the large proportion of the drug-resistant population seen at T3 (Fig. 3) . L90M was also detected on the same pro gene background in the therapy-naïve environment at T1, and was likely also clonally amplified to form the large proportion of the L90M sequences ( Fig. 3 and Fig. S6D ). In contrast, V82I and V82L were detected in the pretherapy time points on background sequences that did not become the predominant sequence when these mutation modestly expanded at T3, although these two populations have complex mixtures of the 5′ polymorphisms, which may indicate low level persistence and recombination during the period of drug exposure. Finally, I84V and V82F were not detected in either pretherapy population (Table S1 ).
Discussion
Complex viral populations can form within a host (45) (46) (47) . High throughput sequencing technologies allow for extensive sampling of these populations (1-3, 5, 22, 48) . However, these technologies are severely limited when a PCR amplification precedes the sequencing protocol, as each sequence read has the potential to be reported as an independent observation without properly controlling for PCR resampling, PCR-mediated recombination, allelic skewing, PCR-introduced misincorporations, and sequencing errors. When working with pathogenic agents in clinical samples, TCAT CTTG _10_ T3_V 82A_ TT  TA  AC  GA  _7  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   GG TC TC TC _12 _T2   CT  CC  CC  TG  _1 6_ T1   CG  TC  GT  AT  _47  _T  1 TC AG TT TT _7_ T2 8_ T2   CC  CG  CC  TG  _5 1_ T1  ACA CGG CC_ 18_T 3_I8 4V_   CTGT TGCT _7_T1   CTC TTT AA_ 20_T 3   GCAAGCCA_ 3_T2   CC CA TC TT _4 0_ T1   GT  AT  TG  TG  _1  7_  T1 TC AC CC CT _18 _T2 GA CC CC CG _7_ T1 C TT  _2  3_  T3   TC  G  CA  CC  G  _5  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   CC TG CG GC _3_ T1  TC CC AA AC _3 1_ T1   CG TT GA CG _43 _T1 GCGCAA CG_30_T T  G  A  A  T  T  C  T  _2  2_  T  3_  L9  0M  _   CATGCATT_4_T3   CC  CT  CT  GA  _2  9_  T1   GC  CG  GA  GA  _8  _T  3_  V8 TA  CC  TA  CT  _2 2_ T2  CA AT TC AA _3 2_ T1   T  G  A  G  G  G  A  C  _1  0_  T2   A  C  G  TC  C  A  C  _1  7_  T2   C  C  G  TT  G  G  T_  3_  T3  _I  84  V  _   TT  AC  CA  GC  _3  5_  T1  TTGACAAT_26_T3_V82A_   AA  GG  TC  CC  _10  _T  3_V  82A  _   C TC  TG  C TC  _2 4_ T2   CG  AG  TC  AT  _8  _T  3_  V8  2A  _  AC CT TT AC _4_ T3   CC  AG  GT  AC  _3 9_ T1   AG  AA  TT  GT  _8  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   AAGA   ACGA   _19_T   1   TT TA TA TA _1 1_ T2 CC CC GC CA _4 _T 2 CA GG TG _11 _T2   AG  CA  AA  TA  _3  1_  T1   GC GTG TGC _15 _T2   TA  G  TT  C  A  T_  3_  T  3   TAAACC GA_15_T 3 ATATC CAA_ 9_T3_ V82I
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GT CG GG CC _4_ T2   CA  CG  TC  CT  _6  _T  3   CGAGTTAC   _7_T3_V82I   GA  AC  GG  AC  _12  _T3  _V8  2A_   AC  AA  CT  CT  _3 _T 1   TG  G TG  TG  T_ 8_ T2   CC  CT  AA  TT _1 1_ T3 _L 90 M _   GCCG TCGA _10_T 2   TAAAGACG_6_T3   GA TC GA AC _12 _T 3   CT  TA  GG  TA  _11  _T3  _V 2_  T 3   TC  AA  AC  TT  _8  _T  3_  V8  2A  _  ACC AAC TC_ 6_T3   AA  GC  TC  GA  _1  0_  T3  _V  82  A_   CT AG TC CT _2 8_ T1   CT  AC  CA  TT  _5  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   ATGTTAAG_12 _T3_V82A_   CCCC AACC _7_T2   TT  TC  G TC  C _1 9_ T2   TGA   GA  AAG   _12  _T3  _V8  2A_   CTC CCC TA_1 0_T2   CTC ACG TA_1 4_T3 _V82 A_   TG  TC  C  C  A  A  _1  9_  T3  _V  82  A  _   CCG   TGTC   T_15_   T3_V   82A_   G TA   TC  G G T_   9_ T1   CG  CA  G  G  AG  _1  5_  T3 AACCTGAA_1 9_T3 AT  T_  5_ T3   _V  82 A_   AG  TA  CT  TT  _1  0_  T3  _V  82  A_   C C TC  G G TA  _2 5_ T2   AGT GTC AG_ 9_T2   A  C  G  C  T  G  A  T  _2  3_  T  3_  L9  0M  _   CAC ACG GA_ 7_T3 _V82 I   GG  GT  GA  GA  _11  _T3  _V8  2A_   GTTAG CGT_28 _T1   TG  AT  C C AG  _5 _T 3_ V8   2A  _   TT TA GT CC _7 _T 2   TT CG   CC  TT _1 4_ T1   AT  AC  C G C A_   15 _T 3_ V8   2A _   A TT  C G TG  G _9 _T   2   GA  TG  GT  GT  _11  _T3  _V8  2A_   TTAGGACA_16_T3_V82A_   GC  TC  CG  AA  _10  _T3  _V  82A  _   TG GA TC CG _34 _T2  C  TG  C  G  A  TC  _2  8_  T2   CC  GT TC TT _2 0_ T1   G  TA  G  TG  CT  _6  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   AA CG   TG  AG  _5 2_ T1   TCAGGAGT_8_   T3_L90M_V82I   G G AG  G G TC  _1 8_ T2   TC  A G G TC   C _7  _T  1   TCTATCT A_33_T2  GC  GC  CT GC  _1 5_ T2   AT CC TG TT _11 _T 2   CG  CT  TC  GG  _4_  T2   TC  CC  AC  AT  _9  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   TTGA TCTC _5_T2   CC CT CG   TA _6 _T 2   GCCCCC CT_9_T3   A C C A C C C T _1   1_  T 3_  L9  0M  _   GAAACTC   T_18_T3_V   82A_   CGTGC CGT_2 4_T1   TAATGGGA_15_T 3  TCAACACC_12_T2   GGT TAA AT_ 5_T3 _L90 M_   TC GC TT TG _33 _T2   GC  CT  TT  TA  _8  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   TCAGTTCC_17_T2   AA  G C TG   TC  _3 0_ T1 TGT CCC AG_ 8_T3 _V82 A_ _7  _T  3_  I8  4V  _   TTACTTGT_19_   T3_V82A_   CCC TTCA C_18 _T2   TA GG CG CT _28 _T2   AT  TC  C  C  TC  _1  2_  T2   CG  TA  CC  TG  _3  5_  T1  TGA CAC CC_8 T  C  G  C  G  T  C  _1  2_  T2   GC  CG  GG  CT _4 0_ T1  TCAGG GAA_10 _T2 ATT AAA GT_ 4_T 3_I8 4V_ GTT AC_1 6_T2   GG  AC  TA  CT  _10  _T  3_V  82A  _   ATC   AA  GA  C_1  2_T  3   CC  CC  CC  G C_ 15 _T 2   TT  TC  C  TT  G  _3  _T  3_  V  82  A  _   GGA AAA TC_1 6_T3 _V82 A_  GAACCCGG _53_T1   AA  G AA  AA  G _1 2_ T3 GC  CA  AA  AG  _8  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   GACGCGC C_42_T1   CT  TA  TG  GG  _3  9_  T1  A G G TC   TC  T_  17 TTG  TG_  17_T   3   GAC CG AGT _12 _T2  CA  AC  CG  GG  _8 _T 3_ L9 0M   _   AA  G  TG  C  AA  _1  1_  T2   CA TG CA CG _4_ T2   GCGGAG GC_12_T 2   CG TC CC CA _13 _T2   C  AC  G  G  TA  T_  12  _T  2   AT  G AA   AC  A_  35 _T 1   GGAC   GATC_   16_T3_   V82A_   G  TT  AT  AA  G  _4  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   TC  AT TA CT   _8 _T 1   GTCGTGTC_15_T 3   A  T  A  G  T  C  A  T  _1  9_  T  3_  L9  0M  _   CTCC CCGG _4_T2   CTAAAC   TC_17_T   3_V82A_   CT GC  CC CC _1 4_ T1   CG GG CC CT _18 _T2   CTGATGAC_13_T2  TAACCCTC_4_T3   CA  TC  TG  CC  _43  _T  1   GA CA TT TC _6 _T 3   TC  CT  G CG  G _1 2_ T2   CG  CA GC   AT _4 _T 2   TCT CCC CT_ 31_T 2   AC  AT  AC  CA  _2  8_  T1   C TA  G C G G A_   15 _T 3_ V8   2A  _   C TA   TC  A TT  _7  _T  3_  V 82  A _   ACCCAC GT_28_T 2   AC TAG CG A_9 _T3 _V8 2A_   A  G  G  T  A  C  A  T  _3  0_  T  3_  L9  0M  _   CC  TA  CA  GA  _11  _T3  _V  82A  _   CCA TTC GA_ 13_T 2  TG  A TT  A A C _3   _T  3_  V 82  A _   TC  TG  AA  TG  _6  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   TC  C AT  G AT  _1 7_ T3 CG  CA  C_ 9_ T2   TA  TA  TG  TT  _2  3_  T1   G G TG   G AA  T_ 27 _T 2  AG  TC  CT  AA  _3  8_  T1   CG  CC  G TC  T_ 13 _T 2   GG  GC  TC CG   _5 _T 2   CG  CG  GT  CC  _1 7_ T2   A  C  T  T  C  C  A  T  _5  _T  3_  I8  4V  _ CA   TA  TA  CG  _8  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   TT TT GC  CG  CC TC _3 3_ T1   GCA   GGA   AG_   13_T   3_V  82A  _   TT  TG  TA  C  T_  12  _T  2   TTCTC AGC_ 3_T3   GGTT CCAA _5_T3 _V82A _   GT CG TC TC _11 _T3 _I84 V_   CG  TC CG  AG _2 5_ T1   TC TT GC CT _7 _T 2   AC  C  C  C  C  TT  _5  _T  2   CC  CC  TC GA  _1 9_ T1   AA  TA  GA  CA  _4  1_  T1 3 GG  A_1  6_T  3_V  82A  _   CG TC GC AA _8 _T 2   CC GA AA TA _9_ T3_ I84 V_   TC  AA  AG  TA  _7  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   GC  AG  TG  CT _3 3_ T1   C G TT   AC  G A_  4_ T3 _V   82 A_   CA  CA  TA  CG  _3 7_ T1   ACG   TCT  GC_   3_T1  CCAT AGCA _3_T2   CCAGAACA_20_T   3_V82A_   GGCAGTC   T_30_T3_V   82I   G  G  G  G  TT  C  G  _1  8_  T2   TCGGTC   TG_20_T   2   CG GG ATC C_2 9_T 2   CC  TC CC  TT _1 5_ T1   AA CG CC GC _8_ T2  GG GG CC CC _10 _T2  GG TTC AA A_9 _T3   CC  GC  GT  AA  _10  _T  3_V  82A  _   C C A C C C TA   _3 4_ T1   CG  CA  CG  CC  _1 2_ T2   CA  AG  G  CA  T_  6_  T3  _V  82  A_ CT GT AG CA _15 _T 2 TG CT TT TG _7_ T2   C  A  C  G  A  C  T  G  _2  1_  T  3_  L9  0M  _   TT  AC  AA  TG  _1 4_ T3 _V   82 A_   C TC   TC  G A T_   3_  T1   TCCATTCT_3_T3   AT  TA  CC  GA  _3  _T  1  TA CC CC TT_ 22_ T2   TC  CT  CC  TC  _2 3_ T2   AA AG GC TG _7 _T 3_ V8 2I   CGAGGGC G_9_T1   TAC TAT AT_ 15_ T3_ I84 V_   A  A  C  TA  C  A  T_  15  _T  3_  V  82  A  _   GC  GG  GTT   T_8  _T3  _V8  2A_   _  A  2 TC CA TC _1 1_ T2   GCTACCGG_5_T 2   GG  TA GC  TC _1 5_ T1   TA AT TG GC _1 7_ T3   CT  AG  AC  AC  _2 3_ T3 TGTAAT CT_11_T 3 _   GC  TT  CT  CG  _46  _T1   CCCCT CTT_16_ T2   TC  TC  AG  C T_ 21 _T 1   _  A  2  8  V  _  3  T  _  2  2  _  A  T  T  G  C  T  A  G   GG CC CC CC _18 _T2   AGGCA TCA_2 0_T3   CG  CC  CC  TT _1 5_ T1   G AG   AC  CG  C_  8_ T1   AC  GC  CG  AC  _7  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   G  A  C  C  C  G  A  C  _3  _T  3_  I8  4V  _   TTT  CCG   CA_   13_T   3_V  82A  _   CCCTA CGC_2 2_T1   CCGGTGGC_5_ T2   GTGCCA GA_8_T2   CAATCAC   G_29_T2   CC TAT CG T_1 9_T 2   A  C  A  TT  G  TA  _3  _T  3_  V G  TG  C  TC  G  G  _2  2_  T2   CTTT CCT C_12 _T3_ V82L   AGCCAA AA_9_T3  AT CC CC TC _10 _T2   TC GC CT CC _3 _T 1  CAAA TTAG _7_T3   GGGCGCGC_ 25_T2   TT  TC  C C TT  _1 5_ T2   CCC CCG GA_1 8_T2   TT TA AA TG _7 _T 3_ V8 2A _   ATCTCG CG_27_T 2   AG CC TA GG _2 4_ T2   G G G CG   TC  G _3 3_ T1   CG  AC  AC  TA  _9 _T 3_ V8 2A _   A  A  G  G  G  A  T  C  _3  3_  T  3_  L9  0M  _   TTC TGT CG_ 3_T3 _V8 2A_   AT  AC  TA  AA  _6 0_ T1   AC  CT AA TC _4 _T 2  AG GG TGG G_1 5_T 2   AAT   AGA   CT_   13_  T3_  V82  A_  GACGG TTC_19 CT_  15_  T3_  V82  A_   CACTAGAT_14_T3   GT GC AT TG _8_ T3   AC  CG  TC  GA  _8  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   TC  C AA  AA  A_  9_ T3 _V  82 A_   AT  GA  GC  TA  _10  _T1   AAATC CGC_2 7_T1   ACCCGGGC_35 _T2  CC GC GA CT _11 _T2   CC CA CG GT _17 _T 1   GT TT TG AG   _1 2_ T2   CTGCCCCC_ 4_T2   GC  CG  AG  AT _5 1_ T1   AT  TA  TT  AA  _11  _T2   TA  AT  CA  AC  _3  7_  T1   TCA   AAA   TT_1   4_T3   _V82   A_   CTA AAC TT_1 9_T3 _V82 A_   GA GT GC GG _11 _T2   GTGTTA GT_9_T 2   CCAGG GAG_2 2_T1   TAG CG TTA _7_ T3 GTCG TGTG_ 21_T1 C  _1  8_  T  3_  L9  0M  _   AC AC ATC G_ 11_ T3   AG  CA  GT  CA  _11  _T3  _V  82A  _   GT AG   CA TC _5 _T 2   CC CA AC TT _1 2_ T2   TA AT G TC   G _8 _T 2   CT  CC  CC  CA  _2  5_  T1   GCA   AAG   GG_   14_T   3_V8   2A_   G G A T G C C G _1   4_  T2   AC  GC  AT  TA  _8  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   ATCC AAGC _9_T3 _V82 A_   GC  CC  GC  TA_  12_  T3_  V82  A_   TG  A TC   TA  T_  14 _T   2   TC  CT  CT  GA  _7  _T  3_  V8  2A  _  TCAACAA T_9_T3_V8 2A_   CCGCC GCC_25 _T2   CC  TT  GT  CG  _5  _T  1   G  CC  CC  TT  A_  22  _T  2   A  G  A  A  C  A  G  A  _1  5_  T  2   TT  AA  TC  CG  _10  _T3  _V  82A  _   AA  CT  TT G A_ 5_ T3 _L _  A  2  8  V  _  3  T  _  5  2  _  G  T  G  C  T  G  C  A   TT CC   TC CC   _3 6_ T1   AC GC GG  GT _1 1_ T2   GGTAAACG_12_T3   TA  CG  TA  CC  _11  _T3  _V8  2A_   TG  C G TC  G C _1 9_ T1   CT AC CT AG _7 _T 2   AC  AT  TT  C  C  _5  _T  3_  V8 GC TA TT _5_ T1   C  T  T  A  A  A  G  T  _1  4_  T  3   T  T  T  A  A  C  T  C  _2  5_  T  3_  L9  0M  _   CCG CCA TC_9 _T2   CTA GT TCC _11 _T3 _V8 2A_   ACTGCT CT_17_T 3   TC  CA  AA  CT  _5  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   A  A  G  T  T  A  C  A  _4  _T  3   GC CTC TTG _15 _T2   CC  AA  CC  CC  _4  _T  2   CT  TA  TG  TG  _10  _T  3_V  82A  _   G CC   TG  TG  C_ 18 T  A  G  A  A  _2  2_  T  3_  I8  4V  _   AC ATT TAA _13 _T3 _I84 V_   C AA  G G C C C _1 7_ T2   CC  TC  AC  TA  _5  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   CG  AA  TA  TT  _35  _T1   TT  TA  C A A C _5 _T   3  GA  GG  GG  CG  _5_  T3_  V82  A_   TG  AA  CG  CT  _6  _T  3_  V8 C  C  A  G  A  T  A  T  _2  1_  T  3_  L9  0M  _   CT  GC  GT  AA  _9  _T  3_  V8  2A  _   TG  AC  GG  GT  _24 ATAA GTG A_9_ T3_V 82A_  CC CC CT CC _1 4_ T1   ATC   TG  GG  A_1  2_T  3_V  82A  _   A  G  TT  C  A  A  A  _2  2_  T3   G TC  CG  CA  T_ 7_ T3 _V 82 A_  TA  CT  AC  AT  _1 3_ T3 _L the number of pathogen genomes in the sample is limited, and the use of PCR can obscure the quality of the sampling by creating a large amount of DNA from a relatively small number of starting templates. This can create artificial homogeneity, inflate estimates of segregating genetic variation, skew the distribution of alleles in the population, and introduce artificial diversity. We have developed a strategy that allows each sampled template to be tagged with a unique ID by a primer that has a degenerate sequence tag incorporated during the primer oligonucleotide synthesis (Fig. S7) . This tag can then be followed through the PCR and the deep sequencing protocol to identify sequencing over-coverage (resampling) of the individual viral templates. Because the Primer ID allows for the identification of over-coverage, this can then be used to create a consensus sequence for each template, avoiding both PCR-related errors and sequencing errors (Fig. S8) . In addition, the number of different Primer IDs reflects the number of templates that were actually sampled. This allows a realistic assessment of the depth of population sampling and makes it possible to apply a more rigorous analysis of minor variants by correcting the allelic skewing during the PCR.
We tested the Primer ID approach by sequencing the HIV-1 protease coding domain at three time points in a subject who was intermittently exposed to a protease inhibitor between the second and third time points. A key feature of our approach is the removal of fortuitous errors and accounting for resampling, which results in a dramatic reshaping of the original data set of 72,162 reads. Other approaches that rely on statistical modeling have been developed to deal with the problem of high sequencing error rates associated with deep sequencing technologies (49) (50) (51) . The use of the Primer ID to create consensus sequences resulted in the removal of 80% of the unique sequence polymorphisms (defined as a change in the consensus without regard to frequency of appearance) in the data set. Similarly, allelic skewing was dramatic among the sampled sequences, in most cases ranging from 2-to 15-fold but going up to nearly 100-fold. Although the Primer ID reveals such skewing and helps correct it, this is clearly a poorly controlled feature of PCR amplifications that can dramatically affect the observed abundance of complex populations, especially the minor variants. Allelic skewing may still persist if the cDNA primer or the upstream PCR primer binds differentially among the templates, or if cDNAs enter the PCR amplification in later rounds and are discarded because they do not result in at least three reads to allow a consensus sequence to be formed. Also, residual misincorporation errors by RT and in the first round of PCR synthesis still limit the interpretation of mutations that occur in the range of 0.01-0.1%. This problem is not overcome with larger numbers of sequences. Given the low diversity in these samples, we removed all substitutions that appeared once because their number approximated the expected number of residual sequence errors, and this resulted in a sensitivity of detection in the range of 0.1% for SNPs that appeared above the frequency of the residual sequence error rate.
Using the Primer ID approach, we were able to describe a number of features of the protease sequence population, however our results are from a single individual and therefore cannot be generalized. First, a pooled analysis of two time points six months apart showed that the variants present at greater than 0.5% in abundance made up two-thirds of the total population but represented only 4% of unique genome sequences and contained only 7% of the total unique sequence polymorphisms. About 60% of the diversity was stable over both time points, with synonymous SNPs maintained at a significantly higher proportion in the two time points than nonsynonymous SNPs. Only 18% of the total diversity represented nonsynonymous SNPs that were present at both time points. However, our ability to assess persistence of these sequences is limited by the depth of sampling, although we feel we are approaching the practical limit of sampling with this technology. We observed nonviable substitutions and estimate that most of the SNPs that appeared once were the result of remaining method error. We found no pattern of conserved linkage among these SNPs, consistent with high levels of recombination across the population.
Although the overall measurement of diversity (π) was similar between the first two time points, we noted that the biggest changes in SNP abundance between the two time points were in three synonymous codon positions (L24L, K70K, and G73G). These dynamic increases made these SNPs part of a larger group of SNPs that accounted for 51% of the total sequences that were otherwise identical to the consensus sequence (Q18Q, L19I, L24L, K70K, G73G, and Q18Q/L19I/L24L'). These SNPs also overlapped the major SNPs that defined subgroups of the resistant variants (L19I; L19V; G16G/L19V). We considered the possibility that there was a unifying feature of these SNPs. We found such a feature in that all of these SNPs, both coding and noncoding, result in changes in two relatively large alternative ORFs that lie at the 5′ and 3′ ends of the pro gene. Alternative reading frames have been suggested to generate cryptic CTL epitopes (52) (53) (54) . In this scenario, these abundant SNPs would represent various escape mutants. Such selective pressures could explain the dynamic behavior of several of these SNPs between the first two time points.
After intermittent exposure to the protease inhibitor ritonavir, we were able to identify six independent lineages of drug resistance mutations. With the intermittent exposure in this particular subject, it was possible to see the major V82A lineage most often seen with ritonavir resistance, but also significant populations of I84V and L90M. We also saw minor populations of V82I, V82L, and V82F. This mixed population of resistant lineages likely represents the early stages of the evolution of resistance, a conclusion supported by the minor appearance of the L63P compensatory mutation and the complete absence of I54V, which is an often seen compensatory mutation for V82A. We saw few examples of genomes with multiple resistance mutations, although these would be expected after more extensive selection (55, 56) . We and others have previously examined viral sequences that have been collected in large databases. Typically, these sequences represent the single predominant sequence within an individual, and the use of these sequences allows for assessment of interperson diversity. In the future, it will be an interesting exercise to compare the conclusions reached by examining viral diversity within a person to viral diversity between people; however more intraperson diversity needs to be measured at this level of detail to allow comparison of inter-versus intraperson diversity.
The presence of preexisting drug-resistant variants and their role in therapy failure is of great interest, and accurate, deep sampling of a viral population can add significantly to our understanding of this question. We were able to detect several examples of drug-resistance mutations but only at a very low level. Our ability to reliably detect these mutations is limited to those that appear at a frequency of 0.1-0.2%, limited in part by the low overall diversity in the population. We were able to see examples of mutations that are typically seen only in the presence of drug selection. However, the detection was usually as one genome at two time points or two genomes at one time point. This was also the level of detection of active site mutations in the protease and of termination codons, which must represent either transient viral genomes or residual misincorporation errors. In two cases, we were able to observe the resistance mutation (V82A and L90M) at pretherapy time points linked to the same polymorphisms that were present on the variant that grew out during drug exposure. Thus, although it is likely that we are detecting relevant preexisting drug-resistant variants, these are at the limit of detection and, if they are maintained at a steady-state level, it is well under 0.5% abundance.
Most protocols of high throughput sequencing technologies still require an initial quantity of DNA that necessitates an upfront PCR step for many applications. The use of a Primer ID will help clarify the sequencing products in any strategy that uses an initial PCR step with its attendant error rate, recombination, and resampling. In an independent effort Kinde et al. have described an analogous approach in another deep sequencing
